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                                Margarita Bar Hire

                                
                                     / 
                                    April 9th, 2024                                
                                
                                    You can hire our Margarita Bar - 7 days a week until 4am.

We can cater for both food and 'booze only' bookings in this space, and for any party sizes between 15-60 guests (maximum for food is 40), bring your own DJ, use your own playlist or we can provide the tunes.

Whether you're celebrating a birthday, a Hen Party, a graduation, or simply celebrating being alive - we got you!!

                                

                                                                    Enquire
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                                TACOVERLOAD – 10 tacos for £20 – unlocking £6 Classic & Tommy’s Margaritas for your table!!!

                                
                                     / 
                                    April 9th, 2024                                
                                
                                    Tuesdays are a huge day of worship here at Neon Cactus, so each Tuesday we special a massive board of 10 delicious tacos for just £20. You can choose full meat, full vegetarian or you can have the best of both worlds and go half and half. Once this board has been ordered for your table, we unlock your tequila dreams and you can have £6 Tommy's & Classic margaritas for as long as your table is booked for.

What on earth are you waiting for????

When the boards are GONE THEY ARE GONE- so bag yourself an early booking to ensure we haven't ran out!!!

Tuesdays are the TITS.

 

***Please also use this enquiry button for large group bookings, external catering and festival requests***

                                

                                                                    Enquire
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        The Drinks Menu

        Download View
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        Sample Food Menu
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            This error message is only visible to WordPress admins

        Error: No posts found.
Make sure this account has posts available on instagram.com.
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        Opening Hours

                    MONDAY 5PM-4AM

TUESDAY-SATURDAY 12PM-4AM

SUNDAY 12PM-2AM

FOOD SERVICE UNTIL 10PM 7 DAYS A WEEK

                

    






    
        Follow Us
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        0113 245 8400 » INFO@NEONCACTUS.CO.UK
35 CALL LANE, LEEDS LS1 7BT

        

    





    

        Policy


        Neon Cactus reserves the right of admission at all times – if you are refused admission because we are only allowing entry to mixed groups at certain times, this is because the safety of our staff & patrons is our primary concern, and we achieve this by having a good balance inside the bar. Many thanks and drink safe.
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